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In February 2022 our local Pastoral Care Area (PCA) teams presented their initial
recommendations to our parish communities through a series of three Town Hall meetings.  In
addition to the presentations, each meeting allotted time for Questions and Answers (Q&As)
with Fr. Ken Kirkman.   Each meeting was recorded and posted to our parish websites.  What
follows in this newsletter are some of the questions that Fr. Ken answered in regarding parish
Linkages.  Additional Town Hall Q&A newsletters will be published in the coming weeks.

Linkages
C5, A7, C4) Since 2019 Mass attendance in our PCA is down about 40 percent but what
about collections and other sources of revenue?
It varies significantly between parishes; and even the 40 percent attendance figure is actually
pretty much a diocesan average and not just for our diocese but other dioceses as well.  This
decrease can be attributed to things like the COVID pandemic and a decrease in the population
in our PCA area.  So, some parishes may have an even greater decrease in attendance than
that with a commensurate decrease in income.  During the pandemic in the earliest days we
were extremely concerned about our finances but people were extremely generous in
remembering their parishes, so that we ended up gaining back a lot of ground.  Right now, all
six parishes in the PCA are financially solvent.  But you know with a 40 percent average decline
in attendance that’s going to hurt and that’s going to make long-term projections a lot less
certain.

A5, A8, C4) Is there a benefit to merging instead of linking parishes?
A linkage is where parishes would share a pastor but still otherwise be considered separate
entities.  Linked parishes would maintain separate buildings and have separate financial
accounts.   A merger is where two parishes are brought together as one entity, they would share
a pastor, share finances and other personnel.  A merger can be more streamlined however
mergers aren’t always appropriate in a given area.  If a parish is still strong, vibrant and
financially able to survive and function on its own then a merger might not be the best way to
go, at least for a while.

A6) If this was a business we would be closing offices immediately, how much longer can
we go without a church closure?
This is largely a determination the bishop would make.  This decision is based not only on
business aspects, but on the spiritual welfare of the people.  The bishop has stated publicly he
does not desire to see parishes close before they’ve had effective ministry and at least given
another shot.  However once that is done he isn’t opposed to closing parishes that are no longer
viable or closing parishes that would be better merged with another parish.

B16, C9) Have recommendations been made to the bishop about which three parishes
would be in each group?
There have been recommendations made, however a lot of that depends on the overall picture
the bishop sees. We have to recall that he's not only dealing with the Western Broome County
PCA but also all our neighboring PCAs and throughout the diocese so he's got a lot of dynamics
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to consider.  Our PCA priests had recommended that St. Anthony's, St. Joseph and Good
Counsel be linked, and have St. Ambrose, Church of the Holy Family and Most Holy Rosary as
the 2nd linkage, but the Bishop may have other ideas. So again, it's ultimately his decision and
that just seemed to us one way we could divide the responsibilities in our PCA. Ultimately, it'll be
up to the bishop to see what he has planned for us.

C21) Do you really think that six parishes and two priests are sustainable both financially
and avoiding our priests burning out?
No. We have on average over 200 funerals a year in the Western Broome County PCA. That's
how things stand right now, so between two priests that is 100 funerals which works out to one
about every three days.  Also six parishes with a declining population as we have in the area
probably cannot remain financially stable for the indefinite future. In terms of workloads on
priests it is a lot as I'm sure as many of you know but we are moving towards a solution that can
be sustainable in the long term. And so, a lot of what you've heard tonight are ways in which
we're looking to move forward while recognizing that we want the people's needs to be met. It
isn't just about priests being sure that we have an okay life, it's about serving our parishioners
and also recognizing that sometimes things need to change.

B18)  In closing churches, it seems counterproductive to Evangelization, how is it not?
Well that really depends on how we view Evangelization. Evangelization really has to come from
personal relationships and interactions with people.  The people you meet at the workplace, out
shopping, at your kids’ sports games, or in ways you volunteer in the community.  So parishes
can certainly facilitate that but ultimately it’s taking what you’re formed in, in your parish, what
you’re given with the grace of the Sacraments, what you’ve learned from the gospels and taking
that out into the world that furthers Evangelization.  Parishes are a critical place for that but I
don’t think we can be confined by these four walls.  Yes, the prospect of closing churches is very
painful and very difficult.  We are not looking to close any churches at this point.  The Bishop is
very clear on that and we will be working to keep all churches open as long as we can.  But
there will come a point when it is no longer feasible and we want to do so in a way that will
preserve the unique missions and ministries of that parish and also let people know that their
sacramental needs and the care of their souls will be met at other parishes in this PCA.

C24, A18) Recommendations were made to the bishop in November with a July 1st 2022
date for a revised PCA.  So what happens in between now and then?   It seems like
you've got an awful lot of ideas on the table that have to get organized and Implemented
in a very short period of time.
The work presented by the PCA to the bishop consisted of both short-term and longer term
ideas.  We are currently awaiting a decision on the short-term parish linkages along with priest
assignments and mass-times that will become effective July 1st.  The longer term projects, such
as those discussed with remissioning, currently have no timetable.

May God Bless us as we move into the future
Fr. Clarence Rumble, Fr. Ken Kirkman, Fr. John Donovan
and the PCA Leadership Council of the Roman Catholic
Community of Western Broome.
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